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Panic stations! Hulk has disappeared… While 

our superheroes were enjoying a well-deserved 

rest, the awful news broke! Holidays are over, it 

is time for our heroes to get dressed again to 

try to find Hulk before he smashes everything… 

 

 

 

PRESENTATION 
Description 

Superhero is a show that stages all the heroes of our planet… Hulk, Captain America, Batgirl, 

Wonderwoman, Supergirl, … 

It is performed by a duo of artists who use their circus and magic skills to present a show filled with 

laughs and emotion. The program includes: 

- Contact ball 

- Tightrope 

- Magic 

- Acrobatics 

- Juggling 

- Unicycle 

- As well as various challenges and fights between superheroes, among the many surprises 

and magic effects of this show… 

Versions 

We offer this show in several versions, in order to meet all expectations.  

 2 artists “standard” version  

 3 artists version: even more acts and technique:  

- Acrobatic duo 

- Great illusions 

- Fire breather and juggling 

 3 artists version with aerial option: the superheroes will fly above the audience… a version 

with even more powers!  
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Duration  

45mn to 1h15, depending on the number of artists and the interactivity 

with the audience.  

 

Audience 

For children from 3 years old and adults. This very interactive show is 

an all audience comedy that will delight young and old alike!  

 

 

TECHNIQUE 

Stage area and technical constraints  

 

Flat surface, with 6mx4m of floor area and 5m of ceiling height in 2 artists version. 8mx5m in 3 

artists version. 

If you want to add an aerial silk act, a stop point at more than 6m from the ground has to be 

available; or, a 7m x 7m x 7m space has to be cleared next to the stage in order for us to install our 

free standing aerial frame. 

However it is possible to perform the show on a smaller stage area, but some parts will have to be 

changed and some techniques removed. 
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Sound and lighting  

The artists have their own HF micros that have to be connected to a control room. 

The music will be supplied on USB key, CD or tablet computer. 

Lighting: 

- Warm front lighting for the whole stage  

- Some down lights 

- Ideally, some varied lighting atmospheres 

The artists can come with their own sound/lighting system and a light technician. 

 

Installation time 
 

1h of installation and 1h of the artists’ preparation. 

Provide for 1 more hour if Eklabul handles the sound/lighting system. 
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The artists – EKLABUL 
 

The artists are part of Eklabul’s company, the specialist of circus and magic on the French Riviera. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indeed Eklabul is: 

 a circus and magic shop 

 the entertainment and organisation of events 

 an artists company offering all kinds of artistic performances 

 the creation and production of show integrating circus and magic 

 a rehearsal venue for artists and circus classes 

 the reception of birthdays and other private events 
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